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ABSTRACT
We investigate the role of AGN feedback in turbulent heating of galaxy clusters. Specifically, we
analyze the production of turbulence by g-modes generated by the supersonic expansion and buoyant
rise of AGN-driven bubbles. Previous work which neglects magnetic fields has shown that this process
is inefficient, with less than 1% of the injected energy ending up in turbulence. This inefficiency is
primarily due to the fact that the bubbles are shredded apart by hydrodynamic instabilities before
they can excite sufficiently strong g-modes. Using a plane-parallel model of the ICM and 3D ideal
MHD simulations, we examine the role of a large-scale magnetic field which is able to drape around
these rising bubbles, preserving them from hydrodynamic instabilities. We find that, while magnetic
draping appears better able to preserve AGN-driven bubbles, the driving of g-modes and the resulting
production of turbulence is still inefficient. The magnetic tension force prevents g-modes from tran-
sitioning into the nonlinear regime, suppressing turbulence in our model ICM. Our work highlights
the ways in which ideal MHD is an insufficient description for the cluster feedback process, and we
discuss future work such as the inclusion of anisotropic viscosity as a means of simulating high β
plasma kinetic effects. These results suggest the hypothesis that other mechanisms of heating the
ICM plasma such as sound waves or cosmic rays may be responsible for observed feedback in galaxy
clusters.
Subject headings: galaxies: clusters: intracluster medium — magnetohydrodynamics — turbulence
1. INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric gas dynamics is a ubiquitous problem in
astrophysics, determining the evolution of systems from
exoplanet atmospheres to the intracluster medium (ICM)
of galaxy clusters. Early works by Schwarzschild (1958)
and Jeans (1902) studied the stability of atmospheres us-
ing linear fluid theory, yet nonlinear physics remained in-
accessible. With developments in computational power,
we are now able to probe the nonlinear physics relevant to
magnetized, turbulent atmospheres. While this physics
is relevant to a number of astrophysical systems, we will
focus primarily on the hot (T ∼ 107 - 108 K), diffuse
(n ∼ 10−2 - 10−3 cm−3) ICM present within clusters of
galaxies.
Galaxy clusters are the most massive baryonic struc-
tures in the universe. While most of their mass (∼ 84%)
lies in dark matter, ∼ 12% of the mass is present within a
hot atmosphere of plasma held in hydrostatic equilibrium
by the dark matter potential of the cluster (Felten et al.
1966; Parrish et al. 2012). Without any energy input,
this plasma would radiatively cool in ∼ 1 Gyr, leading
to a so-called “cooling catastrophe” with high star for-
mation rates and massive central cluster galaxies unob-
served in nature (Fabian 1994). Instead of this catastro-
phe, the ICM atmosphere appears to be in an approx-
imate thermal equilibrium (Peterson & Fabian 2006).
Given that models based on conduction have failed to
account for this observed equilibrium (Binney & Cowie
1981; Narayan & Medvedev 2001; Ruszkowski & Begel-
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man 2002; Kim & Narayan 2003; Zakamska & Narayan
2003; Voigt & Fabian 2004; Balbus & Reynolds 2008;
Bogdanovic´ et al. 2009; Yang & Reynolds 2016b), it is
now widely accepted that feedback from a central active
galactic nucleus (AGN) located in the brightest cluster
galaxy (BCG) is responsible for the energy input off-
setting radiative cooling (Reynolds, Heinz & Begelman
2002; Churazov et al. 2000, 2002).
AGN feedback is well-established observationally (see
Fabian (2012) and references therein for a more com-
plete discussion). Within galaxy clusters, feedback oc-
curs in the kinetic or radio-mode where a jet from the
central AGN provides the mechanical energy necessary
to offset cooling. Approximately 70% of cluster BCGs
are radio-loud (Burns 1990), indicating the presence of
these jets. In addition, X-ray observations have revealed
clear cavities and bubbles blown out by the AGN (Fabian
et al. 2000) with cavity energies that correlate well with
the cooling/radiative losses, indicating that central jet-
ted AGN are in fact responsible for the observed thermal
equilibrium.
Observations have revealed that there is enough en-
ergy in the jet to offset radiative cooling in the cluster if
the jet can heat the ICM efficiently. One might expect
that energy is transferred primarily through shock heat-
ing driven by the supersonic expansion of hot plasma
bubbles blown by the jets, yet these strong shocks are
not observed in X-ray images of nearby clusters. The
absence of these shocks indicates that the strong shock
phase is short-lived and therefore does not provide the
gradual, uniform heating necessary to account for the
temperature profiles measured in galaxy clusters. Mea-
surements of the Perseus Cluster with the Hitomi Soft
X-ray Spectrometer (SXS) find a velocity dispersion mea-
sure of σ ∼ 164 km/s (Hitomi Collaboration et al. 2016).
If this velocity dispersion is interpreted as turbulent mo-
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tion, this measurement indicates a large-scale turbulent
energy of approximately 4% of the thermal energy. If
this energy is transferred to small scales via a turbulent
cascade and entirely dissipated as heat, radiative cooling
can be offset and the cluster can remain in the observed
thermal equilibrium provided the turbulent energy can
be replenished sufficiently rapidly.
Reynolds, Balbus & Schekochihin (2015) (hereafter
RBS) investigated the production of turbulence by g-
modes (buoyancy modes) generated by the supersonic
expansion and buoyant rise of AGN-driven bubbles in a
plane-parallel model of the ICM using 3D hydrodynam-
ics simulations. They found that the turbulent produc-
tion was inefficient, with less than 1% of the injected
energy ending up in turbulent motions. The rising bub-
bles were unstable to the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability
at their contact interface, and because the bubble ma-
terial is less dense than the surrounding atmosphere,
the bubbles were unstable to both the Rayleigh-Taylor
and Richtmyer-Meshkov instabilities (Richtmyer 1960;
Meshkov 1969; Brouillette 2002; Friedman, Heinz & Chu-
razov 2012). These instabilities acted to shred apart the
bubbles before they could rise high enough to excite g-
modes sufficiently strong enough to induce the turbu-
lence required to offset radiative cooling. Rather than
going into incompressible g-modes, most of the energy
was carried off in compressible sound waves or p-modes.
RBS analyzed these processes using an idealized atmo-
sphere (i.e. a plane-parallel background with periodic
boundary conditions in the horizontal dimensions), but
recent work employing more realistic cluster geometries
has reached similar conclusions regarding the inefficiency
with which AGN jets drive turbulence (Yang & Reynolds
2016a; Weinberger et al. 2017; Hillel & Soker 2016, 2017;
Bourne & Sijacki 2017).
In this work, we extend the work of RBS to include
the effects of magnetic fields. The ICM is a hot, ion-
ized plasma. As such, magnetic fields generated either
through some seed or dynamo mechanism are likely to
be present within the plasma. Indeed, Faraday rota-
tion measurements have revealed the presence of large-
scale magnetic fields in clusters (Bonafede et al. 2010);
however, these fields are weak, with a typical ratio be-
tween the thermal and magnetic pressures (the plasma
β parameter) around 100. Even though these fields are
weak, they can “drape” around rising bubbles, acting to
suppress the hydrodynamic instabilities which shredded
the bubbles in the RBS simulations (Dursi & Pfrommer
2008).
The basic physics of magnetic draping is well-
established. In a perfectly conducting plasma, Alfve`n’s
theorem states that the magnetic field lines are “frozen”
into the plasma, meaning that the motion of the plasma
induces motion of the magnetic field and vice-versa. The
bubble draws up magnetic field at the front interface as
it rises, forming a layer of increased magnetic field which
is “draping” around the bubble. This draping layer can
act to suppress the growth of fluid instabilities at small
scales, preserving the bubble from being shredded apart
and allowing the bubble to rise higher into the atmo-
sphere.
The bubble will rise in the atmosphere until the bubble
entropy equals the entropy of the surrounding medium.
This process is largely mediated by the mixing of bub-
ble plasma with the ICM and is sensitive to shredding of
the bubble interface through various instabilities. By in-
cluding an effective surface tension to the bubble through
magnetic draping, the entropy of the bubble is kept nom-
inal, allowing a higher rise in the atmosphere and sup-
pressing mixing between the bubble and ICM plasmas.
The upward rise of the bubble displaces ICM plasma on
large scales. Gravity acts to restore the displaced plasma,
inducing a buoyancy oscillation or “g-mode” which acts
as a sloshing of cluster plasma. The g-mode oscillates at
a frequency defined by (Balbus & Reynolds 2010),
Ω2g = (vAk‖)
2 +
k2h
k2
N2, (1)
where kh is the wavenumber k projected on the hor-
izontal plane, k‖ the wavenumber projected along the
magnetic field direction, vA the magnitude of the Alfve`n
velocity given by,
vA =
B√
4piρ
, (2)
and N is the Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency,
N2 =
g(z)
γ
∂
∂z
ln(Pρ−γ). (3)
In Equations 2 and 3, B is the magnetic field, ρ is the
gas density, P is the gas pressure, g(z) the gravitational
acceleration, and γ the adiabatic index of the gas. If
a magnetic field can drape around the rising bubbles,
preserving them from hydrodynamic instabilities and al-
lowing the bubbles to rise higher, g-modes may be able
to be produced which are strong enough to account for
the turbulent energy in galaxy clusters.
In this paper, we investigate the role of magnetic fields
on the production and development of AGN-driven tur-
bulence. We set up a toy model of the ICM atmosphere,
driving the atmosphere with thermal “bombs” or over-
pressurizations which blow bubbles in the atmosphere.
We then study the rising of the bubbles, their interaction
with the magnetic fields through draping, the launching
of g-modes, and the subsequent nonlinear decay of g-
modes into turbulence. Finally, we measure the resulting
efficiency of turbulent energy production and the effect of
the magnetic fields on the suppression of this turbulence.
In general, we find that the presence of magnetic fields
does not allow driving of noticeably stronger g-modes.
In addition, the magnetic tension force acts to halt the
transition of the g-modes to turbulence, suppressing tur-
bulence at small scales. Fabian et al. (2017) argued
that g-modes could not account for the heating in the
Perseus Cluster because the internal waves could not
propagate radially to the cooling radius of the cluster
within the cooling time. Our work indicates that even if
g-modes could fill the volume of the cluster within the
cooling time, large-scale magnetic fields in the cluster
could act to suppress their nonlinear evolution to turbu-
lence. Note, these results are unique to ideal magnetohy-
drodynamics (MHD) and may be subject to our launch-
ing mechanism for g-modes. Physics beyond ideal MHD
and further study of the nonlinear interactions of buoy-
ancy waves in a magnetized plasma are thus necessary to
properly treat the problem of ICM plasma turbulence. In
addition, other mechanisms for heating the ICM plasma
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such as sound waves (magnetosonic waves in the case of
the ICM plasma) or cosmic rays may be responsible for
the observed feedback in galaxy clusters.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
will discuss the necessary theoretical concepts including
the effect of magnetic fields on suppression of instabil-
ities, the transition of g-modes to turbulence, and the
evolution of the turbulent cascade in ideal MHD. In Sec-
tion 3 we will discuss our simulation setup for 2 separate
simulations. In one simulation, we test a unidirectional
magnetic field with a strength given by β of 100. In
the other, we explore the role of a helical field in pre-
serving the bubble. In Section 4, we will present our
results regarding magnetic draping and the role of field
geometry on this process. In Section 5, we discuss the
role of magnetic tension in suppressing turbulence and
how we determined AGN-driven g-mode turbulence to
be an inefficient mechanism for heating the ICM within
the ideal MHD framework. In Section 6, we discuss the
implications of our results and how they relate to alter-
native theories of heating the ICM. Finally, we conclude
in Section 7.
2. THEORETICAL PRELIMINARIES
The ICM is a hot, ionized, weakly-collisional, mag-
netized plasma. Therefore, our problem is inherently
a plasma physics problem. In addition, the problem is
highly anisotropic, with gravitational and magnetic fields
providing preferential directions for the development of
instabilities and turbulent eddies. Because of the large
ion mean free path and the resulting weakly collisional
nature of the plasma, a fully rigorous treatment of the
problem requires kinetic plasma theory; however, be-
cause clusters are ∼ Mpc in diameter, our simulations
are unable to resolve the scales where kinetic theory be-
comes relevant. Clusters are much larger than the ion
gyroscale and AGN feedback occurs throughout cosmic
time. As such, we undertake our study of the ICM using
ideal MHD, although we will discuss some issues arising
from weak collisionality in Section 6.
A consequence of including magnetic fields in our simu-
lation is the formation of a draping layer which can act to
suppress the growth of hydrodynamic instabilities. The
major instabilities we are interested in are the Kelvin-
Helmholtz instability (KHI) which acts at the bubble-
ICM interface and is driven by the rising of the bub-
ble, the Rayleigh-Taylor instability (RTI) which results
from the density gradient at the interface of the bubble
and ICM, and the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability (RMI)
which results from the upward rise of the bubble and the
resulting sound wave reflection at the bubble-ICM inter-
face. The KHI is stabilized by a uniform magnetic field
acting parallel to the bubble-atmosphere interface if the
speed of the bubble relative to the atmosphere does not
exceed the root mean square Alfve`n speed between the
two media (Chandrasekhar 1961). For parameters rele-
vant to our problem, the bubble terminal velocity never
exceeds the Alfve`n speed. Thus, within our model sys-
tem, the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is suppressed by
the magnetic draping layer.
The inclusion of a magnetic field at the bubble inter-
face acts as an effective surface tension at the interface,
causing a decay rather than a growth in a perturbation’s
amplitude for arbitrary k. We can describe the the RTI
in the linear regime by the dispersion relation (Chan-
drasekhar 1961),
Γ2mRTI = gk
(
ρICM − ρbub
ρICM + ρbub
−
B2k2‖
2pi(ρICM + ρbub)gk
)
, (4)
where g is the gravitational acceleration, B is the mag-
nitude of the magnetic field, ρbub is the bubble density,
ρICM is the atmospheric density, k is the magnitude of
the wavenumber vector k, ΓmRTI is the growth rate, and
k‖ is the wavenumber along the initial magnetic field
direction. Note that the magnetic field direction will
change as the field is draped about the bubble.
The bubble interface is unstable to small perturbations
when ρICM > ρbub in the range of 0 < k‖ < kc; however,
the interface is stabilized for all k‖ > kc, where kc is
given by
k2c =
2pi(ρICM − ρbub)gk
B2
. (5)
The above equation indicates that the range of unsta-
ble wavenumbers decreases with increasing magnetic field
strength. Note, however, that when k‖ = 0, i.e. the per-
turbation is perpendicular to the initial magnetic field,
the interface is unstable to perturbations for all k. There-
fore, the magnetic field acts only to stabilize the bubble
in directions along the field lines, and any perturbations
across them are unaffected by the field. This feature
will result in an anisotropic development of the RTI re-
ferred to in this paper as the magnetic RTI which will
be relevant in the results for Simulation 1 in Section 4.
Because the RMI is an accelerated form of the RTI, we
expect the same effect would be relevant for the RMI’s
evolution. The activation of these instabilities will be
discussed further in our results for Simulation 1 and will
serve as the primary motivation for the inclusion of a
helical magnetic field (Simulation 2).
Next, we address the production of turbulence from
these rising bubbles. In hydrodynamics, turbulence is ex-
cited by the “stirring” of a fluid, producing large eddies
which in turn induce smaller and smaller eddies, even-
tually transferring energy from large to small scales in a
turbulent cascade. This stirring which occurs on some
large driving scale L produces a rotation in the fluid ve-
locity field, correlating to the production of a vorticity ω
given by,
ω = ∇× v.
In ideal MHD, this picture is modified by the presence
of a magnetic field. In this case, colliding Alfve`n wave
packets transfer energy from large to small scales (Howes
& Nielson 2013). Fundamentally, the dynamics resulting
from these collisions is characterized by the vorticity of
the magnetized fluid.
The vorticity evolution equation in ideal MHD for an
incompressible fluid (∇ · v = 0) is given by,
Dω
Dt
= (ω · ∇)v− (∇ · v)ω + 1
ρ2
∇ρ×∇
(
P +
|B|2
2
)
− 1
ρ2
∇ρ× (B · ∇)B
4pi
,
(6)
where D/Dt = ∂/∂t+(v ·∇) is the convective derivative.
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G-modes are large-scale waves in a fluid where gravity
acts as the restoring force. These waves result both in a
change between iso-surfaces of density and pressure and
in the motion of the magnetic field through flux freezing.
A linear treatment shows that g-modes in a magnetized
fluid are associated with vorticity in the horizontal plane.
In our model, we choose a Cartesian geometry with grav-
ity in the −z-direction. Therefore, linear g-modes are
related to ωx and ωy components of vorticity.
When the nonlinear terms of the MHD equations be-
come relevant, a coupling between wavenumbers allows
for the decay of g-modes to turbulence. This “breaking”
of the g-mode is likely due to a combination of density
inversion within the wave, inducing a form of the RTI, as
well as a parasitic KHI which develops from the shearing
of the wave with the surrounding medium. The interac-
tion of g-modes will result in a turbulent decay as long
as the wave amplitude is sufficient that the nonlinear in-
teraction timescale is much shorter than the buoyancy
time. In other words, g-modes break when (vhkh)
−1 
N−1, where vh and kh are characteristic velocities and
wavenumbers in the horizontal (x-y) plane and N is the
Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency. We will use power spectra to
probe this nonlinear interaction in Section 5, demonstrat-
ing that the field geometry plays a fundamental role in
suppressing the nonlinear interaction which breaks the
g-modes and produces turbulence.
In isotropic, homogeneous, hydrodynamic turbulence,
the inertial range of the turbulent cascade is well-
described by the Kolmogorov (1941) relation,
E(k) ∝ ε2/3k−5/3,
where ε is the energy dissipation rate per unit mass. This
relation is arrived at through the assumption of locality
of interactions in k-space. In MHD, this assumption is
invalid since scales are coupled through the presence of
magnetic fields and locality is violated. In addition, as
was discussed before, magnetic fields and the gravita-
tional field induce an anisotropy in the development of
turbulence, violating the isotropy assumption. We will
address these issues through the use of anisotropic power
spectra, i.e. power spectra taken along and across the
magnetic field separately.
In ideal MHD in the presence of a strong guide field,
inertial range dynamics appear well-described by the crit-
ical balance conjecture, a statement of a balance between
the Alfve`n timescale and nonlinear interaction timescale.
Stated mathematically,
ωMHD ∼ vAk‖ ∼ v⊥k⊥, (7)
where ωMHD is a typical fluctuation frequency, v⊥ is
a fluctuation perpendicular to the magnetic field, and
k⊥ is the perpendicular wavenumber (Goldreich & Srid-
har 1995). The critical balance conjecture results in a
predicted power spectrum for ideal MHD given by the
expressions,
E(k⊥) ∝ k−5/3⊥ , (8)
E(k‖) ∝ k−2‖ , (9)
as is discussed in Schekochihin et al. (2009). These re-
lations indicate that the spectrum along the field lines
is softer than that across the field lines in ideal MHD
turbulence. Indeed, our simulations produce this same
anisotropy, but as will be discussed further in Section
5, our spectra are much softer due to physics separate
from fully-developed MHD turbulence. We note that
the critical balance conjecture (Equation 7) only for-
mally holds in the regime where the mean magnetic
field B0 is much stronger than the fluctuating compo-
nent δB (δB/B0  1), i.e. in the presence of a strong
guide field which maintains the anisotropic development
of turbulence. Because the ICM is a high β plasma,
we are probing the dynamo regime of MHD turbulence,
i.e. δB/B0 & 1. Plasma dynamics within this regime
are a topic of active research and we do not attempt to
compute scaling laws for turbulence within this regime.
Rather, we show that because the field in Simulation 1 re-
mains relatively well-ordered throughout the simulation,
we can formally define k‖ and k⊥, computing anisotropic
power spectra.
3. THE MODEL AND COMPUTATIONAL SETUP
This work builds off RBS. Thus we set up the same
simulation, with a plane-parallel Cartesian (x, y, z) ge-
ometry in a 2h × 2h × 8h domain, and a gravitational
field defined by
g = − g0
1 + z/z0
zˆ, (10)
where z0 is a trapping height for the g-modes which is
taken to be 10h, larger than the height of the domain.
Here h = c2s/g0 is the scale height at the base of the ICM
atmosphere and cs is the isothermal sound speed. RBS
found that g-mode trapping by a sufficiently steep en-
tropy gradient would serve to prevent the production of
volume-filling turbulence. We choose a weakly trapped
atmosphere in order to maximize the induced turbulent
energy and fill our model ICM volume. The atmosphere
is assumed to be initially isothermal, with a gas pres-
sure P and density related by P = c2sρ which satisfies
the equation of hydrostatic equilibrium for a magnetized
atmosphere,
(1 + 1/β)∇P = ρg. (11)
Here, β is the plasma β given by
β =
8piP
|B|2 , (12)
and is defined to be uniform in the initial atmosphere.
This configuration yields an initial atmospheric profile
described by
ρ = ρ0
(
1 +
z
z0
)−z0/(1+1/β)h
. (13)
We then simulate jet impacts with the ICM as thermal
“bombs” detonated at the base of the atmosphere. These
“bombs” are implemented in the code by forming a radial
over-pressurization at a height zbub = 0.2h in the atmo-
sphere of size rbub = 0.1h and pressure ∆Pbub = 5ρ0c
2
s.
These bombs are detonated stochastically with varying
x and y position with a mean recurrence time of tinj =
10 h/cs until a time tstop = 200 h/cs. The simulation
is then run out until a time 500 h/cs. We focus on the
late-time dynamics.
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We use version 4.2 of the PLUTO code (Mignone et al.
2007) to model the dynamics of our atmosphere under
AGN driving. PLUTO evolves the equations of ideal
magnetohydrodynamics in conservative form,
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρv) = 0, (14)
∂
∂t
(ρv)+∇·
[
ρvv+
(
P +
|B|2
2
)
I+BB
]
= −ρ∇Φ, (15)
∂
∂t
(E + ρΦ) +∇ ·
[(
E + P +
|B|2
2
+ ρΦ
)
v
]
= 0, (16)
where v is the fluid velocity, I is the unit rank-two tensor,
E is the total energy density of the fluid,
E = u+
1
2
ρ|v|2, (17)
and Φ is the gravitational potential which for our prob-
lem is, from Equation 10,
Φ = g0z0 ln
(
1 +
z
z0
)
. (18)
We solve these equations on a 256 x 256 x 1024 uniformly-
spaced Cartesian grid in order to properly resolve the
beginnings of the turbulent cascade. The upper bound-
ary is set with an outflow condition, and as will be dis-
cussed more completely in Section 5, we implement peri-
odic boundary conditions in the horizontal dimensions so
that Fourier transforms can be properly used to analyze
the flow field. We use constrained transport (Evans &
Hawley 1988) to control the ∇·B = 0 condition with an
hllc (Toro, Spruce & Speares 1994) solver and second-
order Runge-Kutta time-stepping. In order to track the
evolution of the simulation, we employ two tracer fluids,
denoted by µ1 and µ2. The tracer fluid µ1 is injected
with the bubble and thus serves to trace the hot bubble
plasma. The tracer µ2 is initially distributed in layers
separated by 0.5h, providing a Lagrangian view of the
fluid in order to track the production and development
of g-modes and turbulence. Each simulation is run on
480 cores for approximately 100 hours on the University
of Maryland’s Deepthought2 supercomputer.
4. MAGNETIC FIELD MORPHOLOGY
We begin by discussing the simplest field configuration,
a magnetic field purely in the y-direction with a strength
of β = 100 (hereafter, Simulation 1). In order to an-
alyze the dynamics of this simulation, we will compare
Simulation 1 to a hydrodynamic control simulation with
identical initial conditions and identical driving. In real-
ity, in order to employ exactly the same algorithms, this
control simulation is not truly hydrodynamic. Rather,
we use the same RK2 integrator with constrained trans-
port ∇ · B control and implement an extremely weak
field (β = 106). We can determine that this simulation
behaves identically to a hydrodynamic simulation (RBS)
by taking power spectra both along and across the initial
magnetic field direction. The power spectra match along
and across the initial field configuration, implying that
the anisotropy induced by the magnetic field is either
dynamically unimportant or is so scrambled by the fluid
motions that the field will do little to effect the overall
evolution of turbulence.
Figure 1. Visualization of bubble (red) with magnetic field lines
in the y-direction draped across it at time 8 h/cs. The field lines are
colored by magnitude, with red colors representing the minimum
β value of 8.72. The crown of the bubble extends to a height of
1.6h and the large axis tick represents a height of 1h.
4.1. Magnetic Draping
Magnetic draping has two primary effects which al-
low us to evaluate its presence: 1) geometrically, the
field lines should be lying across the bubble interface,
stretched from their initial position due to being drawn
up by the bubble, and 2) the strength of the field should
increase, resulting in a drop in the plasma β as field
is built up at the bubble-ICM interface. Both of these
trends are manifest in Figure 1. We note that the mag-
netic field increases to a β of 8.72, and the magnetic
energy density increases by nearly a factor of 10. Thus,
even though our simulations begin with a weak magnetic
field, the draping process strengthens the field to a level
of dynamic importance. With this strength, the mag-
netic field can effectively stabilize against the parallel
modes of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability.
The magnetic field affects the morphology of the bub-
ble in two separate ways. The bubbles do not main-
tain a spherical shape. Rather, they are compressed into
sheets by the confining tension of the surrounding mag-
netic field. Physically, this can be accounted for by the
field’s natural restriction of perpendicular motion, forc-
ing the path of least resistance to be upward instead of
spherically outward as in a hydrodynamic simulation (see
Figure 1 of RBS).
In addition, the field appears to drop in strength at the
nodes of the field lines (shown in blue in Figure 1). This
decrease in field strength is relatively symmetric about
the bubble center and may be due to a decompression of
the field in response to the stretching between the nodes.
Because the field is anchored only to the surrounding
fluid, an increase in field strength from the draping layer
will result in a decreased tension about the bubble rela-
tive to the draping layer.
4.2. Suppression of Bubble Mixing
The earliest production of turbulence within the sim-
ulations comes not from the decay of g-modes, but from
the shredding of the hot bubble plasma. In a hydrody-
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Figure 2. The passive tracer fluid (plotted with a logarithmic
color scale) provides a Lagrangian view of the simulation domain.
For the hydrodynamic (β = 106) case, the fluid is well mixed and
the domain exhibits volume-filling turbulence. With a β of 100,
turbulence is suppressed and the tracer remains minimally mixed.
namic simulation, the shredding process allows efficient
mixing of the bubble plasma, evolving the entropy of the
bubble material to that of the surrounding plasma. In
this way, hydrodynamic instabilities are a natural limit
on the height of the bubble. As was stated in Section
1, magnetic fields provide a boundary between the two
fluids of differing entropies, suppressing the instabilities
which efficiently mix the bubble and ICM material.
The suppression of mixing appears to move beyond
the initial shredding of the bubble. At late times, we
see the Lagrangian tracer originally distributed in lay-
ers throughout the simulation, poorly mixed within the
bubble debris layer (Figure 2). The density of the tracer
fluid in the middle of the layers is approximately 50%
greater in Simulation 1 when compared to the hydrody-
namic control run, indicating that magnetic fields sup-
press mixing. Our results are consistent with ZuHone,
Markevitch & Lee (2011) in that magnetic fields appear
to suppress mixing between the hot bubble material and
the surrounding ICM.
4.3. The Effect of Field Geometry on Draping
The magnetic RTI is the primary cause of bubble
break-up; however, the instability acts only across the
field lines. In this section, we present a modified field
geometry, a magnetic field defined by
Bx = B0 cos(κz), (19)
By = B0 sin(κz), (20)
Bz = 0, (21)
where B0 is the magnetic field strength, defined with β
= 100. This field is a helical field geometry, i.e. the
field twists with increasing height. Stone & Gardiner
(2007) argue that this field defined with a sufficiently
high κ value will suppress the magnetic RTI. The argu-
ment is that as the bubble rises, field from all directions
will be encountered, and draping will proceed to form a
“mesh” of field, suppressing the magnetic RTI in all di-
rections. This geometry has previously been studied by
Ruszkowski et al. (2007) who found that a helical field
provided increased stability due to helicity conservation.
These authors studied both the effects of external mag-
netic fields and internal fields within the bubble, find-
ing that external fields tended to better stabilize bubbles
when compared to internal fields. Motivated by these
results, we choose an external helical field geometry in
order to cause better preservation of the bubbles, sup-
pression of instability-driven mixing between the bubble
and ICM plasma, and amplification of g-modes which
can then transition into turbulence.
For our simulations, we choose a κ such that the field
rotates once per scale height, i.e. 8 times total through-
out the whole domain. We found that with noticeably
tighter windings of the field, numerical reconnection be-
came an issue, and the field effectively reconnects away,
reducing results to that of a hydrodynamic simulation.
This effect is non-physical since even a tightly-wound
field is unable to reconnect in the absence of resistiv-
ity. Thus, we will only present results for the one twist
per scale height case, i.e. κ = 2pih−1.
We found that draping proceeded similarly to Simu-
lation 1 with one notable exception: the bubble was
twisted by the helical field. When the bubble encoun-
tered field, the bubble proceeded to amplify the field until
it became dynamically important to the bubble’s evolu-
tion. The field then induced a pressure gradient about
the bubble axis, causing the bubble to rotate about the
bubble center. Eventually, with increasing height in the
atmosphere, the bubble expanded and became subject
to the magnetic RTI, allowing the bubble to be shred-
ded in long, twisted ribbons (Figure 3). In order to de-
termine the role of the bubble pressure on exciting this
instability, we performed a run where a bubble began in
pressure equilibrium with the surrounding atmosphere.
This bubble did not rise as high in the atmosphere as
the over-pressurized bubble before being shredded by the
magnetic RTI. In addition, the bubble does not expand
as significantly without the added pressure, resulting in
less displacement of fluid on large scales, and thus weaker
g-modes. Comparing the ambient incompressible energy
between the over-pressurized and pressure equilibrium
bubbles, we find approximately 27% more energy in g-
modes and turbulence for the over-pressurized bubble
simulation compared to the pressure equilibrium run (see
Section 5.1 for discussion of compressible vs incompress-
ible modes).
This ribbon shape is likely unphysical, being a con-
sequence of our chosen geometry. Our simulations are
not attempting to reproduce the exact morphology of
the bubbles, but rather produce sufficient g-modes to ac-
count for the turbulent energy density measured in the
ICM. As will be discussed further in Section 5, we are
unable to noticeably amplify g-modes through the use of
magnetic draping. In subsequent sections, we will dis-
cuss the cause of this inefficiency and a secondary effect
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Figure 3. Visualization of bubbles (red) with magnetic field lines
from helical field draped across them at time 10 h/cs. The field
lines are colored by magnitude, with red colors representing the
maximum field. The field begins draping over the spherical bub-
ble as the bubble twists through the field as demonstrated by the
smaller foreground bubble. Once the bubble has expanded suffi-
ciently, the bubble-ICM interface is magnetic Rayleigh-Taylor un-
stable and shreds into ribbons as demonstrated by the larger bub-
ble. The crown of the larger bubble extends to a height of ∼ 1.75h
and the large axis tick represents a height of 1h.
which acts to suppress turbulence: magnetic tension.
5. SUPPRESSION OF TURBULENCE
In the subsequent sections, we will demonstrate that
1) AGN-driven turbulence within our model ICM is inef-
ficient, with magnetic fields suppressing rather than am-
plifying turbulence. 2) Our driving mechanism efficiently
produces magnetosonic waves; however, incompressible
modes such as g-modes and turbulence are primarily lost
to the magnetic field and dissipation in the bubble de-
bris region. 3) Magnetic tension suppresses the nonlinear
decay of g-modes to turbulence, and the magnetic field
geometry is critical to this suppression. 4) The field ge-
ometry modifies the trapping of g-modes, and though
g-modes collide within our atmosphere, the interaction
remains quasi-linear for the helical field simulation, form-
ing a beating frequency between g-modes.
5.1. Compressible and Incompressible Energy Evolution:
Evaluating the Efficiency of AGN-Driven
Turbulence
Bulk turbulence and g-modes in the ICM are mani-
fest in incompressible motions of the fluid. Thus, we can
study the evolution of both of these features by decom-
posing the velocity into compressible and incompressible
motions and removing the contribution of the compress-
ible modes (magnetosonic waves). This separation of ve-
locity modes can be accomplished through the use of a
Helmholtz decomposition.
For any velocity field v, the field can be written
v = vc + vi = ∇ψ +∇× a, (22)
where ψ is a scalar potential and a is a vector poten-
tial. The compressible velocity field potential ψ can be
solved for through a Poisson’s equation for the compress-
ible modes,
∇2ψ = ∇ · v. (23)
From here, vc can be solved for using standard Fourier
techniques. Note that our use of periodic boundary con-
ditions guarantees the applicability of the fast Fourier
transform (FFT) toward analyzing our velocity field.
Therefore we are able to decompose our velocity field
into compressible and incompressible modes.
Figure 4 displays the results of this calculation. By
computing the total energy present in the incompress-
ible modes at the end time of 500 h/cs, i.e. once ini-
tial excitations of turbulence from the bubble shredding
have calmed down and the remaining kinetic energy is
due to g-mode turbulence, we can calculate an efficiency
for AGN-driven g-mode turbulence.
Though we attempted to control for the driving in our
simulations by using identical initial conditions, our driv-
ing mechanism was tied to a series of calls to a random
number generator and hence to the integration time-step
in the simulation. As such, identical initial conditions
yielded thermal bombs detonating at different times de-
pending on the magnetic field strength and geometry.
The helical field simulations were driven by a total of 25
thermal bombs while the hydrodynamic control run was
only subject to 27 and the unidirectional field 28. We di-
vide the remaining ambient incompressible energy by the
total injected energy to compute the efficiency of driving
for the helical field simulation:
Einj =
3
2
∆PV ×Nbombs.
Efficiency = Eend/Einj =
1.13× 10−4
0.79
≈ 0.014%.
We find an efficiency of 0.014% for the helical field sim-
ulation, more than a factor of 3 less than the hydro-
dynamic simulation (0.046%). The unidirectional field
case (Simulation 1) shows similar inefficiency (0.023%).
Indeed, rather than increase the efficiency of driving tur-
bulence, magnetic fields seem to suppress turbulence.
The physical reasoning behind this effect appears to
be two-fold: 1) incompressible motions rapidly dissipate
in the bubble debris region during driving and 2) the
magnetic tension force prevents the nonlinear “breaking”
of g-modes. Each of these effects will be evaluated and
discussed in the following subsections.
5.2. The Role of Magnetosonic Waves
We have argued that the driving of turbulence is in-
efficient. Yet, if energy from our thermal bombs is not
transferred to incompressible g-modes, what happens to
the energy? The majority of kinetic energy is transferred
to compressible modes, i.e. magnetosonic waves, which
leave the simulation domain during the driving phase
(t < 200 h/cs). If we assume the peak total compress-
ible energy from the first explosion to be an accurate
measure of the kinetic energy from each thermal bomb,
we find energies of 0.088 and 0.079 ρ0c
2
sh
3 for the unidi-
rectional and helical field simulations respectively, corre-
sponding to 10% of the injected energy for both simula-
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Figure 4. Volume-integrated kinetic energies in compressible and incompressible modes for the hydrodynamic control (left) and the helical
field simulation (right). The incompressible and compressible kinetic energies display the relative contribution of g-modes and turbulence
(incompressible modes) vs that of magnetosonic waves (compressible modes) as a function of time in our simulation domain. We find that
0.014% of injected energy ends up in incompressible modes by t = 500 h/cs for the helical field simulation, more than a factor 3 less than
that measured in the hydrodynamic control (0.046%). Note the high frequency oscillations apparent in both simulations correspond to the
frequency of g-modes, while the lower frequency envelope seen only in the helical field simulation likely corresponds to a beating frequency
produced by the quasi-linear interference of two g-modes (see Section 5.6).
tions, approximately equal to the 10% efficiency of the
sound waves in the hydrodynamic simulation.
The efficiency of driving magnetosonic waves is likely
a consequence of our driving mechanism. The instan-
taneous over-pressurizations which we use to inject en-
ergy into our simulations are an oversimplification of the
complex jet-ICM interaction. However, the observations
of cavities and weak shocks (Jones et al. 2002; Million
et al. 2010; Randall et al. 2015) in the ICM support
a supersonic model for bubble inflation (Fabian et al.
2006). Models of observed ICM shocks support the ar-
gument that bubbles should be inflated slowly enough
such that only ∼ 20% of the injected energy is carried by
shocks (Forman et al. 2017; Zhuravleva et al. 2016, 2017).
In addition, idealized simulations of the bubble inflation
process argue that with constant energy injection, the
bubble will initially expand supersonically before grad-
ually becoming subsonic (Tang & Churazov 2017). In
the instantaneous injection limit (relevant for our simula-
tions), a maximum of ≈ 12% of injected energy is carried
away by sound waves. Thus, our 10% estimates of the
total energy in compressible modes are consistent with
both observations and theory despite our use of “thermal
bombs” to inject energy.
5.3. Energetics of a Driven Stably-Stratified Magnetized
Atmosphere
To understand the energy budget available to drive g-
modes, we must understand how the injected energy is
distributed between the available channels, namely ki-
netic energy, thermal energy, gravitational potential en-
ergy, and magnetic energy. By observing a single det-
onation of a thermal bomb, we can analyze the energy
distribution between these 4 channels (Figure 5).
In Figure 5, we compare the overall energetics between
the unidirectional field simulation (Simulation 1), helical
field simulation (Simulation 2), and the hydrodynamic
control run. In Simulations 1 and 2, energy is parti-
tioned into stretching the magnetic field. Tension from
magnetic draping slows the rise of the bubble compared
to the hydrodynamic run. The atmosphere is unable to
expand efficiently, and the gravitational energy thus does
not increase as quickly while the thermal energy remains
higher compared to the hydrodynamic run. The kinetic
energies of the magnetized runs drop more rapidly than
that of the control run; kinetic energy is rapidly dissi-
pated in the bubble debris region.
Indeed, even if we take extremely conservative esti-
mates of the energy available for driving turbulence by
computing the incompressible kinetic energy immedi-
ately after driving at t = 200 h/cs, we find efficiencies
of 0.08% and 0.06% for Simulations 1 and 2 respectively,
still orders of magnitude too low to account for the Hit-
omi results. Comparing the peak energies between ther-
mal energy and kinetic energy in the magnetized runs, we
find approximately 18% of the injected energy is driven
into kinetic energy. Compressible modes account for 10%
of the total energy, leaving ∼ 8% to be rapidly dissipated
in the bubble debris region and 2 orders of magnitude less
energy available to drive g-modes and turbulence.
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Figure 5. Change in energy from the detonation of a single ther-
mal bomb. The helical field simulation is shown by the bold line,
the unidirectional field the dashed line, and the hydrodynamic con-
trol the dotted line. During the driving phase, energy is lost to the
stretching of the magnetic field and dissipation in the bubble debris
region, leading to a decrease of available kinetic energy.
5.4. Evaluating the Efficiency of G-Mode Production
In order to determine the efficiency of g-mode produc-
tion, we analyze the tracer fluid µ2. This fluid, originally
distributed in layers with a separation of 0.5h through-
out the domain, provides a Lagrangian perspective on
the fluid motions. The “strength” of g-modes is propor-
tional to the wave’s amplitude. Thus, the larger the g-
mode amplitude, the more energetic the mode. We take
a core sample (x = y = 0h) of the tracer µ2 and plot the
evolution of this tracer as a function of time (Figure 6)
for both the unidirectional and helical field simulations.
Figure 6 displays three notable features: 1) the ampli-
tude of the largest g-modes in the helical field simulation
are comparable to those of the unidirectional field sim-
ulations and hydrodynamic simulations (not shown), 2)
the g-modes never break and transition into turbulence
in the helical field case, while there is clear breaking in
the unidirectional field simulation, and 3) the g-modes in
the helical field simulation seem to decay and then rise
up again later on in the simulations.
Even though the bubbles appear to maintain more co-
herent structures in the helical field simulations, draping
of a helical field does not save the bubbles from shredding
due to the magnetic RTI. Rather, the helical field mod-
ifies the instability to produce ribbons of bubble mate-
rial weaving through the field lines. These ribbon struc-
tures, though they may appear to be more coherent than
the vortex rings formed in the hydrodynamic simulations
or the sheets formed in the unidirectional field simula-
tions, may not actually displace much more material.
Thus, magnetic draping does not appear to increase the
strength of g-mode driving.
The suppression of the nonlinear decay of g-modes to
turbulence is a consequence of the magnetic field geome-
try. When the field is in only one direction, the g-modes
can still decay to turbulence while the helical field fully
suppresses this nonlinear interaction.
We note that because the unidirectional and helical
field simulations display similar g-mode amplitudes, the
lack of nonlinear interaction is in fact a consequence
of the field geometry rather than simply the driving
strength. For this reason (and based on the analysis pre-
sented in the next section), we conclude that the mag-
netic tension force is responsible for the suppression of
the nonlinear interaction and ensuing g-mode turbulence.
We do note however that there may be limits to this sup-
pression, i.e. with much stronger driving, the g-modes
might break and decay to turbulence.
5.5. Power Spectra: Suppression of Turbulence
The role of magnetic tension and the subsequent sup-
pression of turbulence can best be evaluated through the
use of power spectra. We can determine whether or not
sufficient energy to offset radiative cooling reaches small
scales by analyzing the shape of power spectra taken in
Simulations 1 and 2.
First, we will perform a similar analysis to RBS and
compute the power spectrum of the horizontal incom-
pressible modes in each simulation. We compute power
spectra in 1 grid cell slices and average over a slab 0.5h
thick, centered at a height of 5h. We then average
the spectra over the times 300 to 400 h/cs, allowing
initial disturbances to settle and g-modes to decay to
form a turbulent cascade. The choice of a height of 5h
eliminates the problem of anomalous shock heating due
to sound wave steepening in our Cartesian atmosphere.
This choice also implies that our spectra are taken in the
ambient medium and all turbulence is due to the break-
ing of g-modes rather than the shredding of bubbles. We
define our horizontal power spectra with the expression,
E(kh) = pikh
[
|v˜ix(kh)|2 + |v˜iy(kh)|2
]
, (24)
where kh is the magnitude of the horizontal wavenumber
vector,
kh = kxxˆ+ kyyˆ, (25)
and the tilde denotes the Fourier transform of the vector
field. Figure 7 displays the results of this calculation.
We only analyze the x and y motions in the simulations.
This choice is motivated by the expectation of stratified
turbulence (Zhuravleva et al. 2014) and because any z-
vorticity (and thus fully consistent turbulence) would be
due to motions in the x-y plane.
The horizontal power spectra show notable features.
In the hydrodynamic control run, we see a clear Kol-
mogorov (k
−5/3
h ) spectrum throughout the inertial range
(1 ≤ kh ≤ 10 h−1). Scales below kh = 10h−1 correspond
to ∼ 12 computational zones. Thus, we see a strong soft-
ening of the spectra below this scale, associated well with
grid-scale dissipation.
For the unidirectional field simulation (Simulation 1),
we find an approximate k−3h spectrum, significantly
softer than the Kolmogorov spectrum expected for self-
consistent MHD turbulence. As we will show, this spec-
trum can be explained by the anisotropic development
of turbulence. Along the field lines, the spectra are
extremely soft due to the effects of magnetic tension
while across the field lines, the spectra are nearly Kol-
mogorov. The k−3h spectrum is thus an averaging effect
which comes from measuring spectra in directions with
components both along and across the magnetic field.
By time motions reach the dissipation scale in Simula-
tion 1, we find a power of ∼ 1.7x10−6 ρ0c2sh, a factor of
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Figure 6. Space-time evolution of core sample of the Lagrangian tracer µ2 tracing the evolution of g-modes in the unidirectional field
simulation (left) and the helical field simulation (right). The fluid layers remain distinct in the helical field simulation, indicating that the
g-modes never break and transition into turbulence. While there may appear to be larger amplitude g-modes in the helical field simulation
immediately after driving at 200 h/cs, the difference is likely negligible, indicating that magnetic draping does not significantly amplify
g-modes in our simulations.
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Figure 7. The power spectrum of the unidirectional field simu-
lation (blue) is softer than that of the hydrodynamic control run
(black), an averaging effect due to the anisotropy imposed by the
magnetic field. The power spectrum of the helical field simulation
(red) is significantly softer than those of the other simulations, in-
dicating that the direction of the magnetic field has a significant
effect on the development of turbulence. The spectra measured
in the helical field simulation indicate a separation of scales, with
g-modes at the largest scales and weak breaking and dissipation
at the smallest scales. Dotted lines show approximate fits to the
measured slopes. Spectra are weighted by the number of thermal
bombs driving the hydrodynamic control run (27).
more than 6 less than the power measured in the hydro-
dynamic control (1.1x10−5 ρ0c2sh), indicating very little
power at small scales. As expected, the helical field sim-
ulation (Simulation 2) shows the greatest suppression of
turbulence. At the dissipation scale, we measure a power
of only 2.4x10−8 ρ0c2sh, a factor of nearly 500 less than
the power measured in the hydrodynamic control run.
The inertial range spectrum for the helical field simula-
tion shows an approximate k
−13/3
h scaling which is not
predicted within the standard critical balance theory of
MHD turbulence. Thus, this spectral slope points more
directly toward the physics of g-mode breaking, namely
that energy remains in large-scale g-modes which slowly
dissipate at small scales.
In the previous section, we argued that turbulence
was suppressed by the magnetic tension force which pre-
vented the nonlinear decay of g-modes to turbulence. We
can diagnose the role of magnetic tension by computing
anisotropic power spectra along both the k‖ and k⊥ di-
rections, where parallel (‖) and perpendicular (⊥) are in
reference to the magnetic field direction. The parallel
and perpendicular spectra respectively are described by
the following expressions,
E(k‖) = pik‖
[
|v˜ix(k‖)|2 + |v˜iy(k‖)|2
]
,
E(k⊥) = pik⊥
[
|v˜ix(k⊥)|2 + |v˜iy(k⊥)|2
]
,
(26)
where
k‖ =
k ·B
|B|2 B,
k⊥ = k− k‖.
(27)
Anisotropic power spectra can only be computed in
cases where the magnetic field direction is well-defined,
i.e. when δB/B0  1. Because our simulations are
probing the dynamo regime, the field direction is subject
to change throughout the simulation due to the motions
of the fluid. Thus, the field direction is not formally
well defined; however, we find that in the unidirectional
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Figure 8. Visualization of the magnetic field in an x-y slice taken
at height 5h at time 308 h/cs. The vectors are composed of the
x and y components of the magnetic field, and the colors corre-
spond to the magnetic energy density. We see that higher field
regions and lower field regions correspond to fields with different
equilibrium heights brought together through the oscillation of the
g-modes. Because these fields have different directions, we are un-
able to properly define a field line direction to compute anisotropic
power spectra in the helical field simulation.
field case, the field remains well-ordered enough over the
timescales of our simulation to allow for the computation
of valid power spectra both along and across the local
field direction. The same well-ordered field is not present
in the helical field simulation (see Figure 8). In the helical
field case, horizontal slices include field with equilibrium
position in that slice as well as field pushed into the slice
by the g-mode oscillation. Therefore, a single horizontal
slice can have field from completely different directions
present, and there is no well-defined field direction.
With the limitations on the helical field simulation in
mind, we compute the anisotropic power spectra for the
unidirectional field simulation and compare these spectra
to the hydrodynamic control run in Figure 9. We note
that the hydrodynamic spectra are really spectra along
and across the initial field direction. These spectra both
show Kolmogorov-like slopes (as expected) with negligi-
ble differences in the normalization between them. Thus,
we present the average of the parallel and perpendicular
spectra for the hydrodynamic case in Figure 9.
For the unidirectional field simulation, the spectrum
across the field is approximately Kolmogorov within the
inertial range with increased power in the inertial range
when compared to the hydrodynamic run. Along the
field lines however, the spectra are extremely soft, with
a steep decay reminiscent of the scaling within the dissi-
pation subrange. These spectra allow us to construct a
description for the suppression of turbulence in our simu-
lations and broadly explain why AGN-driven ideal MHD
turbulence is so inefficient.
Motions across the field lines are unaffected by the ten-
sion of the field. Rather, perpendicular motions passively
advect the field lines and form self-consistent MHD tur-
bulence, reminiscent of a Kolmogorov spectrum. Along
the field lines, magnetic tension acts to both halt the
nonlinear transition to turbulence as well as suppress
the cascade of turbulent energy to small scales. Tur-
bulent energy along the field lines is siphoned off into
stretching the field, and the turbulence tends toward an
anisotropic development, placing nearly all power in per-
pendicular modes before reaching the dissipation scale.
The horizontal spectrum of the unidirectional field sim-
ulation is then well-described by an averaging effect be-
tween parallel and perpendicular power spectra. With a
helical field, tension is able to act in all directions. Thus,
magnetic tension halts the nonlinear interactions of the
g-modes at all scales, causing bulk motions to remain at
large scales throughout late times in the simulation. Ki-
netic energy is gradually transferred to thermal energy
through dissipation as large-scale motions are brought to
the dissipation scale through stretching the field.
Figure 9 demonstrates that the nonlinear interaction
time (vhkh)
−1 is long compared to that of the hydro-
dynamic control run, indicating that the nonlinear time
may be too long to cause significant interactions on the
buoyancy timescale. Just as magnetic tension suppressed
the growth of the magnetic RTI and KHI at the bubble-
ICM interface, this tension suppresses the nonlinear in-
teractions which cause g-modes to decay into turbulence.
We note that these results are consistent with studies
performed in the solar wind physics community, namely
that magnetic fields can allow for the preservation of dis-
crete modes (such as g-modes) for many nonlinear times
even in the presence of broadband turbulence (Ghosh
et al. 2009). Further work is required to determine the
precise nonlinear mechanism which cause g-modes to de-
cay into turbulence and the role of magnetic fields in
inhibiting this mechanism; however, these questions lie
beyond the scope of this work.
Finally, we estimate the critical β at which this sup-
pression process takes place. Since the hydrodynamic
case (β = 106) allows for g-modes to break uninhibited
by the magnetic field and the β = 100 fields suppress the
nonlinear interactions which allow g-modes to decay, we
presume that the critical β for suppression lies between
these values. The magnetic field becomes dynamically
relevant at the point where the magnetic energy density
is in an approximate equipartition with that of the hori-
zontal velocity field, i.e.
1
2
ρ|vh|2 ∼ |B|
2
8pi
. (28)
This statement is equivalent to stating that vh ∼ vA,
where vA is the Alfve`n velocity. To determine the value of
vh, we compute the horizontal velocity typical of g-modes
decaying uninhibited by magnetic fields, i.e. the veloci-
ties from the hydrodynamic control run. The plasma β
can be rephrased in terms of the sound speed and Alfve`n
velocity, i.e. β = 2 c2s/v
2
A. Thus, by setting the horizontal
velocity equal to the Alfve`n velocity, and computing β
at each grid cell in the ambient region (4-6 h), we find an
estimate of βc, the critical β for turbulence suppression.
An average over the times 200 - 500 h/cs, i.e. after driv-
ing, yields βc ∼ 2000, a magnetic energy density more
than an order of magnitude less than those implemented
in Simulations 1 and 2. Therefore, within the ideal MHD
framework, even weak magnetic fields may be able to sig-
nificantly inhibit the decay of g-modes to turbulence.
5.6. Reflection of G-Modes
Though we have addressed the majority of the ob-
served dynamics in our simulations, there are a few no-
table features in the helical field simulation which are
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Figure 9. The power spectrum of the unidirectional field simu-
lation along the magnetic field lines (blue) shows a significantly
softer spectrum than that across (red), indicating that the mag-
netic tension force acting along field lines acts to prevent the non-
linear breaking of g-modes and the subsequent transition to turbu-
lence. Little energy reaches small scales, indicating a suppression
of turbulence. Across the field, turbulence proceeds similar to the
hydrodynamic control (black) with a Kolmogorov-like slope (dot-
ted line). Spectra are weighted by the number of thermal bombs
driving the hydrodynamic control run (27).
worth discussing. First of all, we see an inconsistency
in the g-mode amplitude over the simulation time. This
inconsistency is most prevalent in Figure 4b, in the am-
bient incompressible kinetic energy evolution. We note
that the oscillating energy seems to form envelopes of in-
creasing and decreasing amplitude. By eye, these oscilla-
tions appear to be consistent with a “beating” frequency
between g-modes.
The same interference effect is seen in the space-time
plot of the Lagrangian tracer fluid which traces the evo-
lution of g-modes (Figure 6b). Here, we see time periods
where the g-mode seems to disappear at certain scale
heights before recovering (e.g. t = 300-400 h/cs for the
tracer layer beginning at 4h). This feature in the g-mode
amplitude appears to be consistent with the same beat
frequency.
How can two g-modes launched at different times in-
terfere with each other in the helical field simulation,
but not in the hydrodynamic control run? The answer
appears to lie in a reflection of the g-modes off of the
magnetized atmosphere. Indeed, by analyzing the space-
time evolution of the incompressible kinetic energy (Fig-
ure 10), we can analyze this effect. We see two arch-like
features formed throughout the simulation, the first cen-
tered around 210 h/cs, and the second centered around
350 h/cs. The first strong g-mode is launched early on
in the simulation, while the second appears to originate
from just before the end of driving at 200 h/cs. The first
large g-mode reflects off of the magnetized atmosphere
and propagates in the -z-direction. When the first, re-
flected g-mode intersects the second wave, the two waves
interfere and produce a beating frequency. Because these
waves are out of phase, the interference is destructive and
appears to suppress the amplitude of g-modes within the
interaction region.
The reflection of g-modes within a magnetized atmo-
sphere is fully consistent with our original dispersion
Figure 10. Space-time evolution of the incompressible kinetic
energy of the helical field simulation. The incompressible kinetic
energy displays two arch-like features. These features represent the
rise of a g-mode oscillation and the subsequent “fall” of the energy
following a reflection off of the magnetized atmosphere. In the time
range where the two modes interfere, a beat-frequency is produced
which suppresses the g-mode amplitude.
relation (Equation 1) and points to the well-known ef-
fect of g-mode trapping (Balbus & Soker 1990). G-mode
trapping occurs at a height where the g-mode frequency
Ωg(z) ≈ N(z) where N is the Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency.
In a purely hydrodynamic problem, this trapping occurs
when kh = k at some trapping height z0. Despite choos-
ing a trapping height far outside of our simulation do-
main (z0 = 10h in our simulations), MHD g-modes are
able to be trapped. The reason is straightforward. Un-
like the hydrodynamic g-mode, MHD g-modes possess
a term analogous to that of a shear Alfve`n wave, i.e.
vAk‖. If the wavevector of a given g-mode has sufficient
k‖ such that Ωg(z) ≈ N(z), then a magnetized region
with a density which would allow a purely hydrodynamic
g-mode to propagate would become evanescent to MHD
g-modes, and the incident wave would reflect. Within
a helical field, there will always be a point where the
wavevector lies along a field line, and thus the reflection
of g-modes is inevitable within this configuration for our
chosen strength of magnetic field.
The reflection/ trapping process presented here may
be relevant in the ICM, preventing internal waves from
propagating beyond the cool core. Even in situations
where the entropy gradient would not trap a standard
hydrodynamic g-mode, trapping will take place as long
as the g-mode’s wavevector has a sufficiently large com-
ponent along the local magnetic field direction and the
field is strong enough for the g-mode frequency to be
comparable to the Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency.
6. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we argue that a large-scale magnetic
field cannot significantly increase the efficiency of g-
mode driving through magnetic draping. In addition, we
demonstrate how the magnetic tension force prevents the
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nonlinear decay of g-modes into turbulence, suppressing
the transfer of energy to small scales, especially along the
field lines.
We argue that the inefficiency of driving turbulence
within our simulations could be explained by 3 features:
1) the majority of kinetic energy is driven directly into
compressible magnetosonic waves which rapidly leave our
simulation domain, 2) incompressible kinetic energy is
rapidly dissipated in the bubble debris region, and 3) the
magnetic fields simply modify the magnetic RTI rather
than fully suppressing this instability, leading to no sig-
nificant increase in g-mode driving.
A secondary effect, magnetic tension, prevents the non-
linear transition of g-modes to turbulence. Thus, even
if a helical magnetic field could preserve AGN-blown
bubbles from the magnetic RTI and the KHI (as X-
ray images clearly show well-preserved cavities far from
the cluster center) and drive stronger g-modes, these g-
modes would be preserved against the same instabilities
by magnetic tension. Significantly stronger driving might
be able to cause the nonlinear interaction time to become
short enough as to induce breaking; however, this driv-
ing is still subject to the same loss mechanisms, namely
magnetosonic waves and dissipation. Thus, the driving
of turbulence remains inefficient.
While our argument appears clean, the argument con-
tains a major flaw: it hinges on the validity of ideal MHD.
Though we were able to motivate the use of ideal MHD
in Section 2, the weak collisionality and high β ICM is
likely subject to pressure anisotropy-driven instabilities
such as the firehose and mirror instabilities. The thresh-
old criterion for a firehose-unstable plasma is given by
(Kunz, Schekochihin & Stone 2014),
p‖ − p⊥
p
>
2
β
. (29)
For high β, the pressure anisotropy need not be large in
order to reach the firehose threshold.
Pressure anisotropy-driven instabilities can have a
number of effects. The firehose instability can act to
negate magnetic tension, forcing the field lines to wave
about like an uncontrolled firehose. This negation of
magnetic tension may allow our g-modes (or gravito-
Alfve`n waves depending on how one views the dispersion
relation) to disrupt and transition into nonlinear turbu-
lence, heating the cluster (Squire, Quataert & Schekochi-
hin 2016). Furthermore, the firehose instability may sup-
press the tension which cuts our turbulent cascade at
small scales, allowing turbulence to proceed in an almost
hydrodynamic manner.
If we include the firehose instability however, we must
take into account the mirror instability, driven by a
dominance of perpendicular pressure to parallel pres-
sure. This instability is largely activated by the am-
plification of magnetic field, perhaps through stretch-
ing in the magnetic draping process. In this way, one
could imagine a series of magnetic mirrors forming all
along our draped magnetic field, eventually reconnecting
and breaking up the field, fully suppressing the magnetic
draping process. Future work could approach this prob-
lem through the inclusion of an anisotropic (Braginskii)
viscosity; however, without significant amplification of g-
modes, there is still insufficient energy to offset radiative
cooling present within incompressible modes in the ICM.
Thermal conduction effects may also play a role. Our
simulations include no thermal conduction in order to
focus explicitly on turbulent driving. If a tempera-
ture gradient is included in the presence of a magne-
tized atmosphere, the atmosphere becomes subject to the
magnetothermal instability (MTI) (see Balbus (2000))
and heat-flux buoyancy instability (HBI) (see Quataert
(2008)), each of which can drive turbulence. However, we
note that kinetic instabilities such as mirror and Whistler
wave instabilities may serve to strongly suppress thermal
conduction (Roberg-Clark et al. 2016, 2017).
Finally, even if bubbles can be fully preserved (Zhang,
Churazov & Schekochihin 2018), turbulent heating of the
Perseus Cluster has a major problem: the turbulence
cannot propagate to the cooling radius of the cluster fast
enough. This result, discussed in Fabian et al. (2017)
and extended to other clusters in Bambic et al. (2018b,
in prep.) may indicate that another mechanism is re-
sponsible for heating galaxy clusters. Fabian et al. sug-
gest sound waves. Indeed, within our simulations, com-
pressible modes carry away the majority of the kinetic
energy (10% of the injected energy in Simulations 1 and
2). Thus, the bubble inflation process seems to be a
viable means of transferring sufficient energy to magne-
tosonic waves in order to offset radiative cooling. Most
theories of sound wave heating currently rest on a hydro-
dynamic description of dissipation, invoking a variable
viscosity as a means of dissipating the wave (Ruszkowski,
Bru¨ggen & Begelman 2004). Because the ICM viscosity
is not well defined (Su et al. 2017), more effort within
the plasma astrophysics community is required to eluci-
date the detailed physics of compressible wave dissipation
within a weakly collisional plasma. In addition, cosmic
ray streaming may provide a viable means of heating
clusters. As is indicated by work from Ruszkowski, Yang
& Reynolds (2017), cosmic rays provide a self-regulating
means of feedback. Because current simulations require
a fluid treatment of cosmic rays, more efforts will be re-
quired within plasma kinetics in order to understand this
mechanism.
Due to the complexity and diversity of plasma phe-
nomena likely to operate within the ICM, we encourage
future theoretical work to address these issues separately
so as to properly isolate the physics relevant to each pro-
cess.
7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we argue that magnetic draping is unable
to noticeably amplify the production of g-modes or inter-
nal waves within the ICM plasma. When a magnetic field
acts in only one direction along an AGN-driven bubble,
the bubble-ICM interface is subject to a modified form of
the Rayleigh-Taylor instability, what we refer to in this
work as the magnetic RTI. The magnetic RTI appears
to be partially suppressed by a helical magnetic field;
however, the instability continues in a modified fashion,
producing twisted ribbon-like structures in the bubbles
rather than the traditional vortex rings or sheets (as is
the case for field in only one direction). The challenge
of amplifying g-modes is heightened by loss mechanisms
operating in the magnetized atmosphere: energy from
the initial driving is siphoned off into stretching the mag-
netic field, buoyantly lifting the atmosphere, and heating
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the bubble debris region. Finally, the driving of turbu-
lence itself is highly inefficient (0.014% efficiency), with
magnetic tension preventing the nonlinear decay of g-
modes to turbulence and suppressing that turbulence at
the smallest scales. While the effect of magnetic tension
can be negated through a more complicated treatment
of the high β ICM plasma, this treatment may prove
to negate the magnetic draping process entirely, result-
ing in the same inefficiency with AGN-driven turbulence
identified by RBS.
In the absence of a clear explanation for AGN-driven
turbulence, other physics could be responsible for the ob-
served feedback. More effort is required to elucidate the
weakly-collisional, high β plasma physics relevant to the
ICM, including mechanisms for sound wave dissipation
and cosmic ray streaming. Overall, we encourage the
plasma astrophysics community to continue to isolate the
physics relevant to the ICM plasma as we have done in
this paper, and systematically analyze mechanisms for
thermalizing the AGN energy. We hope that our work
points the community toward a better understanding of
ICM plasma physics and moves us one step closer toward
understanding the deep connection between microscale
plasma physics and macroscale AGN feedback.
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